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Grand Trine International
The Grand Trine System Tier 1
Grand Trine is a program of life enhancement. Tier 1 is the
foundational course giving the student a solid infrastructure in how
life works, and how humans are designed. The concepts
introduced are both astounding and revolutionary. These sciences and archetype systems
that are the infrastructure, then allow for the redefining of some social concepts and the
introduction of some new concepts, which are central themes in Grand Trine idealogy. One of
these core themes is Second Puberty, the act of revisiting puberty to finish it. Another
concept is Bio Electromagnetic Resonance. The act of generating an electric field, either
through machines or organic means, which then can act on a second human being. Other
core concepts include reflexology, the Bagua, the counterfeit persona and brain dendrite
patterns. These are not abstract concepts but practical tools. The student has basic use of
these tools in Tier 1, complex use in Tier 2, and mastery in Tier 3. Thus the Grand Trine
System is able to impart “next level” skills in life design, abnormal psychology, relationship
fitness and intimacy training. Described by some as a unique and cutting-edge life mapping
system. The heart of this training is our “blueprint” for activating some of the most beneficial
attributes resting dormant in the DNA.
The Grand Trine System is particularly geared to enhance reproductive health,
relationship psychology, and the sexual intimacy experience. Of especial utility is a an
indigenous system of abnormal psychology, with broad implications for management of
relationship conflict. Intimacy training includes the mechanics of active Tantra. Students
learn to “project” sexual energy. In Tiers 2 & 3 this basic talent can be increased to such a
level that one can produce orgasm in the partner without touching them. Tier 1 includes an
introduction into the art of natural healing, but a working knowledge is not given until Tier 2.
One welcome by-product of the healing exercises is that it enhances the bedroom experience
very significantly. Finally the current system is the result of twenty plus years of experience,
hundreds of students and tens of thousands of client hours. Our models are constantly
upgraded based on real-world results.
Each student must spend some time each week practicing the techniques if efficiency
in the method is to be attained. The lessons must be reviewed multiple times to be properly
digested. You spend as much time doing as you do learning.
There is nothing like it.
The Tier 1 Course is offered On-Line. Live/Local versions of the course are taught in
limited jurisdictions. For information on Live sessions mail to thegrandtrine@gmail.com
There are about 24 main topics in Tier 1, each covered by one or more video segments.
Some supplemental reading is required. A 30 page handbook guides the student through the
class. Instruction includes exercises and live table work assignments. Allow six to eight
weeks to cover the material thoroughly.
Class is open to males and females, couples and singles, all races, all cultures, all
preferences. 18 and over please.
Course Bibliography includes two books: Awakening the Master Masculine & Awakening the
Master Feminine both by Yao N. Morris.
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Course created by Master Yao: Author, Healer & Tantra Extraordinaire.

What students taking the Grand Trine Program are saying …
“I went from the male regimen into the big regimen so I think the increase sex drive
and slight size increase stemmed from that. The difference I'm seeing right now is a cleaner
system, bowel movement is more regular, muscle tone is increasing without doing any
exercise either so to further enhance that I started lifting weights again this week. Overall I
feel more powerful/evolved mentally, spiritually, as well as physically. Of course learning to
hold my seed during orgasm is the absolute best. I smile just thinking about it.” [ …. ]
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